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FEATURES

  High-quality aluminum diecast housing

  Housing color : black , similar to RAL 9005

  Dimensions (HxWxD ) : 57 x 221 x 172 mm

  Weight : 1,1 kg

  AC adapter 230V / 24V

  RJ45 LAN socket

  Web interface for remote-configuration

OPTIONS

  Support of RFID special cards for repeated
 free entry & exit (residents and staff)

  Support of RFID cards for single exit with card 
 collection (ticket lost functionality)

  Statistics software EMS-DATA

  Wall bracket

  Self-adhesive rubber feet

  Supports debit / credit card terminal for cashless
 payment of small amounts (up to 20 €)

  Supports slave-terminal with electronic coin   
 acceptor for payment with coins (0,10 to 2,- EUR) 

  Anytime expandable with EMS-4000 cash system 
 per „plug & play“

LOTS FOR CUSTOMERS ONLY
Instead of a cash system EMS-4000, this lean and cost-
effective server box can  be used when extensive payment 
options are not required, e.g. for customer parking lots at 
shopping centers, offices and hotels.

For every barcode ticket, the entrance time is stored in the 
server box. Based on this, the resulting parking time can be 
calculated at the exit terminal. Possibly granted free parking 
times (e.g. by discounting the customers tickets at the super-
market checkout ) are taken into account right away.

In addition to the time-dependant dynamic pricing, this par-
king system allows the use of RFID cards for a free barrier 
opening by residents and staff.

PAYMENT AT EXIT TERMINAL
Moreover, there is the option that foreign users without a 
validation or customers which exceeded the free parking 
time can pay directly at the exit terminal with coins or credit 
cards.

REMOTE MAINTENANCE & DATA AVAILABILITY
Based on an existing internet connection, tariffs and para-
meters can be set remotely via VPN access. Likewise, sys-
tem messages (e.g. add paper tickets)  can automatically be 
sent to ensure high system availability. Moreover, the remote 
maintenance (firmware updates and log file download) is 
possible, too.

Figure: Optional wall bracket


